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Overview
We have yet again had another busy year with one thing
and another, not helped by the fact that funding for many
is getting harder and harder to acquire. However we have
soldiered on with what we had targeted our resources to
do and we managed to undertake an enormous amount
of consultations from the National Planning work, to
Education (the Education Act 444 s6) to the Universal
Periodic Review and the Ministry of Justice, in regard to
changes in legal aid. .
The policy front is extremely important and we will be
focusing on EU policy in the coming year in light of
the two events that we ran in relation to the National
Integration Strategy for Gypsy Roma and Traveller
peoples. We had a successful workshop in relation to this
July 5th in London at the Department of Communities
and Local Government Office and it is important to build
on that.
Adrian has assisted member groups who are working on
projects like the Ministry of Justice – funded programme
to support victims of Hate Crime, working with prisoners
and ex-offenders, planning issues, increasing the Gypsy
and Travellers skills of engagement.

We also have been very lucky to obtain funding from the
Heritage Lottery Fund for a nationwide project called
“A Gypsy’s Tale,” to record traditional Gypsy skills and
occupations. This will be used to help raise awareness to
the prejudices that Gypsy and Travelling people suffer
and very importantly record recent history for future
generations.

Once again we had the pleasure along with members
of DGLG and RTFHS to attend the Cenotaph Parade
march on Remembrance Sunday this year. Although it
was a little chilly, the sun put on a brave face and came
out for the whole day. Again it was a great pleasure to
be asked, our special thanks goes to Janet Keet Black for
her kind invitation. The Holocaust memorial panels are
now completed with the educational notes and we will
be fully promoting them for National Holocaust day in
January 2014.
Muzelley McCready
Front cover (c) DGLG archives
20 years ago we demonstrated against the Criminal
Justice Act. Eli Frankham brought his vardo to London

National Memorial Arboretum
Free Entry • Alrewas, Staffordshire DE13 7AR
www.thenma.org.uk

Cenotaph 2012

Community Development Work
We are hoping to build
on the work that we have
carried out in regard to
community development,
over the last three years.
In the Midlands, we have
worked with Roma Décor
(a new group operating in
Walsall and surrounding
area) to bring in funding
for their work with
prisoners and ex-offenders.
We have been successful
in obtaining £16,800 over
two years from the Esmee
Fairbairn
Foundation
(in association with the
Travellers’ Aid Trust) to help them with this work.
Still in the Midlands we have started working with
Worcestershire Gypsy Roma and Travellers Partnership.
In the South of England, we have worked with the
following:
i) Clearwater Gypsies. We have worked with the
Clearwater Gypsies to make 5 successful funding
applications as follows: To Awards for All for
Planning Made Plain, a guide to the planning process
for Gypsies and Travellers to the Heritage Lottery
Fund for “Parallel Lives” and “We Are Invisible”,
looking at the history of the Gypsy community in
Southampton/Winchester and Worthing and to the
Esmee Fairbairn Foundation for “Reading, Writing
and Romanies”, a project raising awareness in schools
of Gypsy culture and the prejudices the community
face. We were also successful in accessing local
funding for an event to celebrate GRTHM in June
2010
ii) Sussex Traveller Action Group
Over the last year we have recently started working
with Sussex Traveller Action Group and already
been successful in obtaining funding from Awards
for All (£8,586) for “Finding a Voice”, a project that
aims to increase the skills of community members
so that they are better able to engage effectively with
statutory agencies. STAG have joined us now as a
member.

London.
We are working with Assen Slavchev of the Centre for
Roma Community Development, a new group based in
East London, to help them to get to the position where
they can access funds.
Yorkshire.
We are working with Leeds Gypsy and Traveller Exchange
to develop heritage-related projects. Not only do such
projects increase skills among the Travelling community
and raise awareness among the settled community, they
also fund core costs (office, phones, heating etc) enabling
organisations to carry on providing their core community
work.
North East.
We are continuing to work closely with the Society for
the Promotion and Advancement of Romany Culture
(SPARC) on a range of projects including:
a three-year Ministry of Justice-funded programme
supporting the victims and witnesses of Hate Crime“The
Last Acceptable Form of Racism”, a Heritage Lottery
funded project looking at the history of Gypsies and
Travellers in the Cleveland area leading to a programme
of awareness-raising sessions regarding the culture in
local schools. This project has also produced a set of
panels regarding the Holocaust which will be rolled-out
nationally. We have also worked with SPARC to obtain
two years funding from Esmee Fairbairn/Travellers Aid
Trust (£12,820) to help with SPARC’s work with offenders.
Nationally we have obtained funding from the Heritage
Lottery Fund for a nationwide project called “A Gypsy’s
Tale”, recording traditional Gypsy skills and occupations.
As well as training community members in filming,
interviewing and heritage skills, this will be used to
inform awareness raising work to counter popular
prejudices against the Travelling communities.
In terms of funding we have worked with groups to bring
in more than a quarter of a million pounds (£260,391)
n.b. this figure excludes funding generated with DGLG.
In addition to the above we have organized and run
national training sessions for the Travelling communities
on Planning Law and key legislation affecting the
Travelling communities. These sessions have been well
attended and very positively received.

Tom McCready Heritage Report
I’m extremely pleased with
the efforts of the groups
around the regions in this
last year.

of both The Gypsy and settled communities enjoy being
involved with heritage projects because, unlike much of
our usual workload, they do not involve conflict and/or
argument.

In the North East SPARC
have a copy of the 15
panel “Through the eyes
of Children” Holocaust
exhibition and they will
be piloting the education
pack, that is part of their
Heritage Lottery funding
shortly in ten schools,
poignant for this year as
it is the tenth anniversary
of the death of Johnny
Delaney.

Group members from up and down the country, myself
included, have attended training days and seminars
on various subjects pertaining to the recording and
preservation of history heritage and culture, and everyone
is working hard to collect information as possible before it
passes from living memory.

In the South East Clearwater Gypsies held an event to
promote their “We Are Invisible” HLF-funded project
at Worthing Museum and Art Gallery on Saturday 22nd
June. As well as an exhibition of paintings and photos
inside the gallery, there was a vardo and cart in front of
the building, which attracted lots of interest
In the Midlands Derbyshire Gypsy Liaison Group also
staged an exhibition at Hartlebury museum to celebrate
RGTHM and they are progressing well with their 25
years of DGLG / Highways Byways and Stopping places
project. This has been funded through “All our Stories”
and gave the group the chance to catalogue their extensive
photograph and archive collection. The DGLG work
culminated in a very successful open day for Heritage
Open Days. [HODS]. A Flower making workshop was
also on the agenda for the day. There were three Gypsy
projects in total for 2013 registered for HODS but we
would like to see more groups taking part.
Everyone, from group leaders and volunteers, to members

I am on the steering group of the Derbyshire Holocaust
Memorial Day committee and take part in their annual
presentation. In this last year I also took part in events in
Leicester for the first time.
2011 saw the first march at the Remembrance Sunday
parade at the Cenotaph and we attended again this year
for 2012. The Romany Traveller History Society organise
and undertake this by invitation only and NFGLG
receive an amount of tickets for this very important
commemoration event.
It’s reassuring to see that subjects as diverse as The
Holocaust, photograph and document archiving and
preservation, storytelling, trades and crafts, folklore,
culture and tradition etc are being preserved for future
generations.
I consider the real value of recording Gypsy heritage
would be to use it as an educational tool for teachers
and schools to access. Having some understanding of
a people’s history and culture goes a long way toward
breaking down barriers and tackling prejudice, ultimately
a central website for good quality heritage is our goal.
Tom McCready.

Roger Yarwood Planning Report
Work undertaken by the Planning Officer.
The primary role of the planning officer is to raise
awareness of how planning policy impacts on the lives of
Gypsies and Travellers and to seek to ensure that planning
policy, both at national and local level is formulated with
due regard to the interests of Gypsies and Travellers.
In terms of activity at the local level, given available
time and resources, it has not been possible to directly
influence local planning policy beyond the East Midlands
and West Midlands regions although we do work with
other voluntary groups which are active in other regions,
raising awareness of ongoing planning consultations and
assisting those groups to become involved. Within the last
few months we have also found it possible to extend our
activity into South Yorkshire and Cheshire.
A list of the plans and policies on which we have
commented during 2013 will be available from the
NFGLG website. Our influence has been significant. In
almost every case where we have provided an input to
planning policy documents, we have secured beneficial

changes, either through
the planning authority
responding positively to
our comments or though
the process of review by
independent Inspectors,
particularly where we
have been able to attend
public inquiries and make
our points directly to the
Inspector.
At national level, we
have sought to influence
planning
policy
by
responding to government
consultations on proposed
changes to legislation
and national guidance; by attending meetings with
representatives of government departments; by hosting
meetings with representatives of government agencies
and by attending.
Roger Yarwood.
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Paid Workers

The Committee has undertaken
a lot of work in this last year. We
would like to highlight that this
is unpaid work, Tim Jones gave
up a day to give us a presentation
on the aspects of law on the Law
Training Day.
Derby Community Accountancy
Service fully audited the accounts
for us in the financial year April
1st 2011 to March 31st 2012.
Charity Commission return is on
their website.

Travellers Tales
“Traveller’s Tales” at Hartlbury Museum, an event for
History Month.
“Traveller’s Tales” was a celebration of Gypsy and
Traveller heritage and culture at Worcestershire County
Museum, Hartlebury Castle, as part of the national
Gypsy, Roma, and Traveller month.
The event, which took place on Sunday, June 23, 2013,
lasted between 11am and 5pm, and had been organised
by Hartlebury Museum in conjunction with The
Worcestershire Gypsy Roma and Traveller Partnership,
which includes representatives from West Mercia Police,
Rooftop Housing, The Community Housing Group,
Worcestershire Diocese and Worcestershire County
Council. Celebrating GRT History Month in June is a
regular event now at the museum and is an exciting look
at Gypsy Traveller communities, how they have lived in
the past and the way they live today. NFGLG took the 15
panel display about the Holocaust and Race Hate Crime,
which went on display in the main hall.
This year 2013 was the tenth anniversary of Johnny
Delaney’s death and we felt it was important to have
the panels on display particularly in this year. A set of
the panels were also on display in the foyer of Durham
County Council and a set were on display through a
diversity training week in Matlock County Hall. We
enjoyed the day and it was nice to bump into Story
Teller Richard O’Neil, who was also telling stories at the
museum. We would recommend a visit in 2014.

Travellers’ Tales
Sunday 23rd June, 11am-5pm

A celebration of Gypsy, Roma and Traveller arts and culture
including storytelling, a Traveller historian, vintage caravan
display, falconry demonstrations and more!

Family entry ticket just £13
Please call 01299 250416 for further information
County Museum, Hartlebury Castle, Hartlebury, Nr Kidderminster DY11 7XZ
For more information visit

www.museumsworcestershire.org.uk
Museums Worcestershire is a partnership between Worcester City and Worcestershire County Councils

Travellers Times Stand at Hartlebury June 2013.
We continue to work with Travellers Times, it is
important that we use media to get our point across to
others. www.ruralmedia.co.uk
www.travellerstimes@ruralmedia.co.uk

Travellers Times
Over the past three years Muzelley McCready
and/or Johanna Price have attended update
meetings with Travellers Times. We think it is
very important that we all link up and make
a strong network in the UK for future work.
NFGLG will be using TT in the future to update
on our work across the regions. Including any
updates in regard to work being undertaken by
the APPG on Gypsy Roma and Traveller Issues
and our European Policy work.
TravellersTimes

Bridging the Gap
These are the notes taken by Philip Davies of the Department of Communities and Local Government from the day. This
workshop gave a chance for groups to illustrate some frustration at the lack of a coherent NRIS (National Strategy).The
Government has ‘A national plan’ but this is not detailed enough as it contains no goals and committed finance. The plan
details 28 commitments, but there needs to be further development.
Health

against Gypsies and Travellers.

1. Site provision - difficultly accessing healthcare for
Gypsies and Travellers on unauthorised encampments
and developments.

Planning

2. Poor conditions on authorised sites - Dept of Health
highlighted wording about healthy sites in the new
Traveller guidance (not yet issued). Gypsies and Travellers
do not seem to be using the Residential Property Tribunal
Service to help resolve problems on sites, preferring
to use the Travellers Advice Team (Community Law
Partnership).

1. View that Gypsies and Travellers need help dealing
with the planning system. Gypsies and Travellers often
have to apply for planning permission themselves and
would like the planning process simplified so they don’t
need to engage expensive planning consultants.

3. Health services could work better for transient
populations - which would include both Gypsies and
Travellers and Roma (alongside other groups). DH
accepts this is needed but is difficult, the barriers to
accessing services are well known. DH is seeking to
address this through the inclusion health programme
and the health inequalities duties introduced through the
Health and Social Care Act will support this.
4. Improving attitude of service providers - DH are
reviewing the training and professional development of
all healthcare professionals through the Inclusion Health
programme. The Gypsy, Traveller and Roma groups were
keen to be involved in helping to deliver the training.
Criminal Justice
1. Need to improve relationship with the Police and
change police attitudes towards Gypsies, Travellers and
Roma - felt that poor behaviour of police dissuades them
from reporting Hate Crime.
2. Need to publicise the True Vision website more - View
that it is a good initiative. One person had used it and
been impressed by the police reaction and it could be a
way of demonstrating that the police take crime against
Gypsies, Travellers and Roma seriously.
3. Need for better statistics on Hate Crime against
Gypsies, Travellers and Roma. (However, some also
thought that more stats weren’t the answer.) Home Office
said it would be worth exploring whether ACPO could do
an information retrospective review of reports (similar to
the review on religious Hate Crime) to see whether it was
able to determine the number of recorded Hate Crimes

Issues raised:

2. Gypsies and Travellers feel they need to be able to
challenge local authorities on progress with planning in
their areas but do not always have the means to do so.
3. There is evidence that the relationship between
Gypsies, Travellers and the wider community (particularly
around planning) can be improved locally - need to
replicate these successes more widely.
4. Ministers need to hear positive stories about how
planning for Traveller sites is working well - they tend to
only hear (from both sides) that it doesn’t work.
Education
1. Public perception of the Gypsy, Traveller, Roma
communities has impacted negatively on Gypsy, Traveller,
Roma pupils both in terms of teachers’ expectation and
on the number of pupils being bullied. There should be
programmes that educate the educators about Gypsy,
Traveller and Roma communities.
2. Engagement with education professionals should be
improved. For example, there was a view that absenteeism
is not being followed up by schools - which better
engagement could help resolve.
3. Gypsy, Traveller, Roma communities are unaware
of how to work successfully with the education system
and because of this they are not able to hold schools to
account when problems arise.
4. That there should be an additional focus on the
education of adults and the elderly.
5. Questioned whether the data available about the
community was good enough. For example, whether all

Bridging the Gap- Working towards a Nation
(or enough) Gypsy, Traveller and Roma children were
identified; and whether combining Roma and Romany
Gypsy children in the statistics had reflected accurate
results of these two groups.
6. Highlighted the lack of support structures to enable
the right information to go into and out of the Gypsy,
Traveller and Roma communities (for example, Traveller
Education Services).
Key Points:
1. Reconciling the issues faced by Gypsy, Traveller and
Roma communities with central government priorities
(eg localism).
2. Empowering Gypsy, Traveller and Roma communities
to influence and play an effective role in delivery of
services (and to improve relations and engagement with
services).
3. Challenging the negative perception of Gypsy,
Traveller and Roma communities.
4. Supporting the Roma community and the Gypsy/
Traveller communities according to their often differing
needs and capacity.
Overwhelming outcomes of the day:
That we should have a National Gypsy, Roma & Traveller
Integration Strategy.
It is important to recognise the indigenous Gypsy &
Traveller community and culture and also recognise
difficulties of Roma community as migrants. We will also
be putting forward recommendations for example on
‘gypsy status’ This will dominate the year work in 2014.

Valerie Elliott from Leeds Gate
and Janie Codona from One Voice

Assen Slavchev explaining Roma perspective

Gill Brown (LGTU) with Dennis Latham from
Roma Décor

Przemek Kierpacz. London Roma Support Group

nal Gypsy Roma Traveller Integration Strategy

Accommodation issues

Chris Johnson: Sites and the Mobile Homes Act

George Lister Sussex Travellers Action Group

Helen Jones, Leeds Gate

Chris Johnson Solicitor CLP
and Roger Yarwood NFGLG Planner

The day was open to all groups not just network
members. Chris Whitwell attended from FFT

Network Meetings and Training
Gypsy Roma & Traveller Law Reform Residential
February 4th & 5th 2013 Trafford Hall.
In Februar,y Travellers Aid Trust arranged a two day
residential, the basis of the discussion was on the Gypsy
& Traveller law reform movement over the last ten years
and compared it to the situation today. It touched on the
All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Gypsy, Roma
and Travellers and its aims and needs. It also summarised
the Traveller Law Reform Project review held in 2011 and
set out the some of the recommendations that came out
of that.
There had been problems with the last Law Reform
Project worker, but groups are happy to see Gill Brown in
place based at the London Gypsy and Traveller Unit. Gill
had turned this work around and contacts all the groups
on a regular basis.

The National Roma Strategy work had already started
with a natural progression of inviting Roma to the
Department of Communities Gypsy and Traveller Liaison
Group. This work will move forward very quickly now
due to the monitoring to be undertaken and a strategy
to be produced by March April time. All groups will be
involved with this not just NFGLG members.
A revisit to the day highlighted the need to inform and
encourage younger members of the community to take
part. A conference will follow in February 2014 organised
and run by younger members.
Time is an extremely precious resource and all groups
are stretched now so a conference every year would be
out of the question, we already plan for two days network
training event so these events for younger members and
newer groups are ideal.

There has been some considerable moving forward from
this two day session. The following were to be set up a)
Voter Registration b) National Roma Strategy c) Health
& Wellbeing (existing Hub to be expanded) d) Bi-annual
Events.

Discussion on TLRP

Brain Storming

NFGLG submits policy recommendation information to Regional, National and International consultations. Apart from
national planning policy documents well over 40 district and borough consultations have been commented on across East
and West Midlands. Important consultations have included the Universal Periodic Review on Human Rights, Education
Act S444 (6) Consultation and cutbacks on legal Aid.

Network Meetings and Training
On the 30th of May 2013 we held
a Gypsy and Traveller law training
day at the Ibis Hotel in Birmingham.
The afternoon before (on the 29th)
we held a network meeting; this was
to update groups on funding that
we had recieved and discuss future
work. We also officially minuted
that Sussex Traveller Action Group
would be joining the Federation. We
were very pleased that George Lister
and Pachie Lister both from STAG,
were able to get to the network
meeting and attend the training on
the following day. We wish them all
kushti bok in the future.

Pauline Burton from Leicester Gate pictured here in the office

Tim Jones Barrister No5 Chambers Birmingham

We would like to thank barrister Tim Jones again for his
input into the training on the 30th May. Tim covered
Retrospective planning applications and the Localism
Act 2011, new Temorary Stop Notice and recent planning
decisions.

July 4th Meeting

July 4th we held a network meeting in London the
evening before the workshop with DCLG.
We would like to thank Chris Johnson for all help and
assistance again this year on the training day
on May 30th and also being able to spend time in relation
to the DCLG strategy meeting.

Education Stake Holder Group
Education continues to be a top priority for
Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities.
The NFGLG has rightly secured good
participation in the Department for
Education’s GRT Stakeholders Group. The
Group now has three meetings each year
and the Department continues to support
the Group and consult it on educational
policies relevant to GRT communities. In
the past year the Group has seen a change
of Chair from Lord Avebury to Baroness
Whitaker. It has been useful to have
regular up-dates on the 6 commitments
which the Department put forward as part
of the UK’s submission to the EU by way
of its commitment to a National Roma
Integration Strategy (NRIS) to 2020.
The Group had positive feedback on the
policy related to ‘virtual head teachers’
for GRT families in 4 local authorities.
The model developed in Cambridgeshire
seemed to have many benefits. However,
the provision is not to be scaled up at national level as local
authorities are expected to adopt such provision if they
see the need for it. The Department’s view is that decisions
are best made locally on account of a more accurate
assessment of local needs and possibilities. Unfortunately,
this policy has led to an increasing difficulty of gaining
a national picture of the state of education for GRT
communities. The published data continues to present
a most worrying picture of marked underachievement,
poor attendance and the highest level of exclusions.
The Group is currently waiting to hear the Department’s
decision on its national consultation on Section 444 re
exemptions to prosecution for non-school attendance in
special circumstances. The general view of the Group was
that this piece of legislation was an important recognition
of the unique way of life for many GRT families who
continue to travel at different times of the year.
Despite the value of the Stakeholders Group and the
active influence of its Chair, it has to be said that it has
been a disappointing year in terms of its wishes seeming
to fall only on deaf ears. Sad to say that despite the

overwhelming evidence pointing to the justice of their
inclusion, GRT pupils are still not specifically included
within the criteria for the Pupil Premium (unless on FSM)
nor the free places for two-year olds.
A more encouraging picture seems to be emerging in
many local authorities which are making good quality
provision for the increasing numbers of Roma pupils.
Sheffield and Bradford come to mind.
It is good that some local authorities still retain a
semblance of a Traveller Education Support Service,
but the general picture is more depressing if anecdotal
evidence is anything to go by. We have a national situation
where central and local government are turning a blind
eye to the real and pressing educational needs of GRT
children and young people. This situation should be
drawn to the attention of the Equalities and Human
Rights Commission. It should also feature strongly in the
independent evaluation reports that are to be written by
NFGLG and others for the EU on the quality of the UK’s
NRIS.
Arthur Ivatts OBE.

European Policy
European Roma and Traveller Forum
[ETRF]
As UK representatives, my wife Muzelley and I were
called to attend an ERTF Plenary session on September 5
th and 6th 2013 in Strasbourg The main purpose of this
meeting was to discuss and vote on the adoption of the
III Draft Statute for the European Roma and Travellers
Forum.
Discussing emotive issues with dozens of other delegates
in several different languages is never easy, but at the end
of two gruelling days, the new statute was adopted.
Details of this and other useful information can me
found on the ERTF website.
http://www.ertf.org/

Important Work for 2014
In response to the European Commission’s EU
Framework for National Roma Integration Strategies,
all EU Member States developed plans to improve the
economic and social integration of Romani citizens. EU
candidate countries participating in the Decade of Roma
Inclusion developed earlier Roma inclusion strategies
and Decade Action Plans, and they were invited by the
European Commission to update these according to the
Framework.
The EU Framework for National Roma Integration
Strategies explicitly calls upon Member States to design
their National Roma Integration Strategies (“NRIS” or
“strategies”) with a view to including strong monitoring
mechanisms. Furthermore, the recent communication
of the European Commission urges Member States to
“involve civil society, including Roma organizations, in
the implementation and monitoring of the strategies.”
NFGLG think it is very important to undertake a review
of the lack of a UK strategy and we have been successful
in being granted the funding from the Decade of Roma
Inclusion Secretariat Foundation to undertake this.

Council of Europe

Work in Wales RGTH Month

Gypsy Roma & Traveller History Month

June 24th 2013. Romani Cultural & Arts Company.
NFGLG Member.

2005-15’), to establish the degree of commonality that can
be achieved overall, and across the GRT communities.”

NFGLG Trustee Arthur Ivatts - former HMI for Gypsy,
Roma, Traveller pupils, Department for Education took
part with the presentation “Roma Early Childhood
Inclusion studies and reports – a comparative study for
Wales?” Other NFGLG members also attended this very
well organised and informative day.

Please see http://romaniarts.co.uk for full information of
the day.

“The symposium had a particular focus upon
accommodation and the home. The positioning of the
symposium at the highest level meant that advocacy
messages and the concomitant to Romani rights
agenda were delivered to decision-makers and opinionformers, with a national and international perspective.
The opportunity for embedding the message of the
importance of ECD for Romani communities, within
the work of our partners, was also an important outcome
from the symposium.
It has also offered an opportunity for presentations and
discussion regarding existing national (such as that
mentioned above) and international policies, strategies
and action plans (such as the ‘Decade for Roma Inclusion,

We are supporting Isaac in his heritage work and we look
forward to working in partnership in the future.

Travelling Together Project Wales

Mediator training
Congratulations to all Community Mediators.
In March NFGLG members attended Mediator
Training coordinated by ACERT [Advisory Council
for the Education of Romany and other Travellers].
Eighteen trainees from Gypsy, Irish Traveller and
Roma communities were presented with certificates
by Marcos Andrade Project Manager of ROMED,
Ian Naysmith, Department of Communities and
Local Government and Keith Whitmore, President
of the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities.
The trainees participated in two residential sessions
totalling six days, and also completed an assignment.
http://www.acert.org.uk/
Britain is in the position now, where it has 18 fully
trained mediators but no Governmental or project
funds to use them. We think that EU Structural Funds
should be applied to so that community members could
be employed by CAB, Law Centres or community
groups. There are a host of ideas, from Health Service
Navigators, language translators, literacy support, to
access to Higher Education.

Ian Naysmith (centre), head of Gypsy, Traveller
and International Policy
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